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Abstract: The demand for residue number system (RNS) is 

increasing day by day because of its high speed and fault tolerant 

characteristics. RNS encodes a large number into group of small 

numbers, which consequently increases the overall data 

processing rate. This paper presents an analysis of the forward 

converter designed  using ripple carry adder (RCA), carry save 

adder (CSA), and half adder-like (HAL),  for the figure of merits 

area,  delay, and power for five moduli set: 2n-1, 2n, 2n+1, 2n+1-1, 

and 2n-1-1 with the standard cells at 90 nm technology. The 

designing of different blocks has been done in Verilog-HDL. The 

area, delay, and power of the implemented circuits are obtained 

using the Synopsys Design Compiler at 90 nm technology node, 

while VCS is used for verification. It is observed that the area of 

the architecture using CSA is less, whereas power utilization and 

timing behavior are better in HAL. 

 
Index Terms: Carry save Adder (CSA), forward converter, 

modular addition, modular multiplication, residue number system 

(RNS),   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Residue number system (RNS) has achieved certain 

popularity especially in digital signal processing because of 

its carry free and fault tolerant behavior [1], [2]. In RNS 

domain, the representation of an integer number is done as a 

set of small binary numbers, known as residues. The residues 

are processed separately, therefore the faults in one block 

cannot affect the other blocks of the circuit. The present paper 

has analyzed different architectures of forward converter 

using three  binary adders, including ripple carry adder 

(RCA), carry save adder (CSA) and half adder-like (HAL) 

adder for the set of five moduli: 2
N
-1, 2

N
, 2

N
+1,   2

N+1
-1, and 

2
N-1

-1 proposed  in [3]. The rest of this paper is arranged as 

follows:  Section II discusses the overview of RNS. Section 

III presents the forward converter design for set of five 

moduli. Section IV describes the simulation and synthesis 

results, and Section V concludes the paper.  

II. OVERVIEW OF RNS 

RNS is used to simplify the mathematical operations [1]. In 

RNS, suppose a co-prime moduli set is represented as {m1, 
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m2, m3, … mn} and  an integer X is represented as a set of 

residues with respect to the moduli as {x1, x2, x3, … xn}. 

         xi = (X mod mi), if X>0  

             = (M-|X|) mod mi, otherwise, 

where M, the multiplication of all moduli, is  known as the 

dynamic range. Moduli sets are classified into two categories: 

arbitrary and special. The lookup tables (LUTs) and 

combinational logic circuits are used in the  implementation 

of the converters based on arbitrary moduli set  [1], [2], 

whereas the implementation of the converters based on 

special moduli set does not necessarily need LUTs. The 

converters based on special moduli set require less hardware, 

and they exhibits small delays.  However, the complexity of 

the hardware is dependent on the selected type of moduli 

set.In general, the signals which are in binary or in analog 

form need techniques for the conversion in RNS 

representation for data processing. The technique by which 

the binary numbers are converted in RNS form is known as 

forward conversion. The efficient forward converter is that in 

which area, power, and delay are optimized.  

III. FORWARD CONVERTER DESIGN FOR  FIVE  

MODULI SET  

Section III presents the special moduli set proposed in [3]. 

The first three moduli in this set are basic special three moduli 

2
N
-1, 2

N
, and 2

N
+1, and other two are the extension of moduli 

2
N
-1 form. This is a balanced moduli set with large dynamic 

range of 5
N
-1.  

Let m1 = 2
N
-1, m2 = 2

N
, m3 = 2

N
+1, m4 = 2

N-1
-1, and m5 = 

2
N+1

-1. 

The computation of the residues r1, r2, r3, r4, and r5 for a 

number X with all five moduli is given as [3]: 

  r2  w.r.t.  2
N
=B3                                                               (1) 

 r1 w.r.t. 2
N
-1 = |B1 + B2 + B3|2

N
-1                                     (2)                                                

  r3 w.r.t. 2
N
+1= |B1 - B2 + B3|2

N
+1                                     (3) 

For above computation, X is divided into N-bits each to 

represent X as B1B2B3, with B1 formed by the MSB’s N-bit 

followed by B2 and then B3 formed by LSB’s N-bit. For 

computing the residue for 2
N-1

-1, the number X is divided into 

N-1 bits to form X as B1B2B3B4 with B1 formed by the MSB’s 

N-1 bits followed by B2, B3, and then B4 formed by LSB’s 

N-1 bits.  

r4 w.r.t. 2
N-1

-1 = |B1 + B2 + B3 + B4|2
N-1

- 1                           (4)                  

Similarly, for computing the residue for 2
N+1

–1,  X is divided 

into N+1 bits to form X as B1B2B3B4 with B1 formed by the 

MSB’s N+1 bits followed by B2, B3, and then B4 formed by 

LSB’s N+1 bits.  
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r5 w.r.t. 2
N+1

-1 = |B1 + B2 + B3 + B4|2
N+1

- 1                          (5)                        

 

On the basis of (1) to (5), the schematic of the five moduli 

set is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic of forward converter based on five 

moduli.  

Modulo adder is used as a basic building block in the 

design of a forward converter. Various architectures of the 

modulo adders are proposed in literature [1]-[5].  

Fig. 2 depicts  the basic structure of a modulo adder, which 

is designed using the RCAs [1].  The circuit can be used by 

replacing m by different moduli. As shown in (3), there is a 

requirement of a modulo subtractor for 2
N
+1 moduli. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the schematic diagram of a modulo 

adder using CSA [6]-[8] for simultaneously adding three 

operands.  

 
Fig. 2. General structure of a modulo adder [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Modulo adder using CSA. 

 

Based on area, power, and delay parameters, the 

comparative performance analysis of different modulo adders 

of Fig.1 is done using the adders like RCA, CSA, and HAL 

adder. A HAL cell is a mixture of CSA and carry look-ahead 

adder [4], [5]. 

IV. SIMULATION AND SYNTHESIS RESULTS  

The implementation of five moduli set is done using 

Verilog-HDL for N=4, i.e. five moduli set: 15, 16, 17, 31, and 

7.The simulation waveform is shown Fig. 4.  For each clock 

cycle, the input data is converted into residues. For the first 

input data 1127, the residues are 2, 7, 5, 11, and 0. The 

complete block diagram generated after synthesis is shown in 

Fig. 5 for the design using RCA. Fig. 6 shows the CSA-based 

mod-15 calculator unit.   

The choice of the moduli is very important in RNS because it 

decides the efficiency of the forward converters. The 

performance analysis in terms of area, power, and delay is 

done using the 90 nm standard cells in Synopsys Design 

Compiler for different moduli set individually and jointly and 

presented in Table I and II, respectively.  
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Fig. 4. Simulation waveform for five moduli. 

set.  

Fig. 5. Schematic of five moduli RNS forward converter using RCA. 

             

                                     Fig. 6. Schematic of CSA-based mod-15 unit. 
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TABLE I. Comparative analysis based on RCA, CSA, and HAL for individual moduli  

                             RCA-based                        CSA-based                               HAL-based 

 Area (µm2)   Power 

(µW) 

Delay 

(ns) 
 

Area (µm2)   Power 

(µW)  

Delay 

(ns)  
 

Area (µm2)   Power 

(µW) 

Delay 

(ns)  
 

       MOD 7 278.323 151.168 1.86 
 

376.934 130.275 1.45 
 

233.165 079.885 1.36 
 

       MOD 15 368.640 203.445 2.26 
 

512.410 186.591 1.63 
 

318.874 113.484 1.76 
 

       MOD 17 514.252 210.635 2.76 
 

597.197 187.377 1.80 
 

528.077 182.403 2.26 
 

       MOD 31 458.957 216.631 2.27 
 

597.197 187.377 1.80 
 

384.307 140.011 2.10 
 

 

Figs. 7(a)-(c) show area, power, and delay, respectively for 

different module set for  various adder architectures. 

 

                 
(a)  

 
(b)  

 
(c)  

Fig.7. Performance comparision of forward converters 

using different adders: (a) area, (b) power and (c) 

delay. 

 

 

 

I. CONCLUSION 

TABLE II. Comparative analysis based on RCA, CSA, and HAL for 

complete five moduli forward converter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This paper compares three architectures of forward 

converter in RNS of five moduli using modular adders 

based on RCA, CSA, and HAL. From the performance 

comparison table, it is observed that the area of forward 

converter using CSA and HAL architectures is less than 

that of RCA by 15% and 10%, respectively. Therefore, 

CSA is more area efficient. Nonetheless, the forward 

converter based on HAL is advantageous compared to 

other architectures in terms of power and delay.Some other 

types of adders can also be explored for comparison as 

discussed in [7]-[10].  Moreover, modulo multiplication 

based on different special moduli set can be applied using 

Vedic mathematics for fast multiplication in RNS domain 

[11], [12]. In addition, modulo multiplication can also be 

implemented using serial multipliers [13].  
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